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felt sewing baskets

Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  
©2012 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. 

Created by Feltables™

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

• Red Felt Craft Pack: 36"x36" 
• ABC computer sent
• Red thread
• Iron
• Sewing machine & basic sewing supplies
• Scissors
• Computer and printer

DIRECTIONS: RS = Right sides. WS = Wrong sides.

1. Cut 4½" square of red felt.

2. Cut four 4½"x5" rectangles of red felt.

3.  Lay out felt square to make a plus (+) symbol, placing the square in the middle. The center square will be the 
bottom of the box, with the surrounding squares making up the sides.

4.  Pin the lower piece to the centerpiece, RS together. Sew seam, leaving 1/4" at each end open. Backstitch at the 
start and end to secure. Repeat for the upper square; attach it to the middle square, making a strip of three. Repeat 
steps to sew remaining two squares to the middle square creating the plus (+) symbol original laid out.

5.  Place the felt plus symbol seams facing down. Pick any two of the long side of the rectangles and lift them to begin 
creating the box shape. Pin them together; sew the seams as before, leaving the 1/4" at the start, but sew through 
to the end. DO NOT SEW the top edges of the sides. Repeat for all sides of the box.

6. Flip completed felt box RS out.

7. Trim any unevenness on top of box. Fold in top edge, 1/2" and sew around edge to finish edge.

8. Print & cut out "SEW" felt template letters. Use computer font.

Approx. Crafting Time: 3-5 hoursSew with Jo-Ann


